Abstract: Learning driving behavior is fundamental for autonomous vehicles to "understand" traffic situations. This paper proposes a novel method for learning a behavioral model of carfollowing using automata learning algorithms. The model is interpretable for car-following behavior analysis. Frequent common state sequences are extracted from the model and clustered as driving patterns. The Next Generation SIMulation dataset on the I-80 highway is used for learning and evaluating. The experimental results demonstrate high accuracy of car-following model fitting.
INTRODUCTION
Car-following is the most common behavior in daily driving scenarios. Modeling car-following behavior has many uses. First, learning human drivers' car-following behavior helps build an autonomous car-following software/controller. Furthermore, for subject drivers, monitoring, estimating or even predicting the states of nearby vehicles is of great importance for interaction and decision making. A car-following model essentially reflects how drivers respond to their existing driving state by implementing a certain action. The first work can be dated to the 1950s, in which car-following models were developed to evaluate traffic capacity and congestion. Pipes (1953) proposed a linear follow-the-leader model that bridged the drivers' desired acceleration and the speed difference between the following and leading vehicles. Another widely used linear model was proposed by Helly (1959) . Alternatively, a non-linear model proposed by Gazis et al. (1961) introduced power operators of range and speed. Treiber et al. (2000) developed an intelligent driver model (IDM) that was a time-continuous car-following model for the simulation of freeway and urban traffic. A genetic algorithm is the most widely used technique to identify good parameter values in the aforementioned models. A gross fitting strategy, i.e., fitting a car-following model on all the collected data, is usually used for identification. Gross fitting has inevitably large fitting errors and it is more suitable for use in rough traffic flow monitoring. Alternatively, a single car-following model identified per driver is typically used for driving skills evaluation.
All the experiments are reproducible with our shared data and code: https://bitbucket.org/anjutalq/carfollowingrti.
In this paper, we focus on a "mesoscale" to model carfollowing behaviors/patterns shared by drivers. Driving states, i.e., input stimuli or explanatory variables, are clustered based on their sequential features. Then applying a divide-and-rule or piece-wise fitting method, the approximation error of this switching car-following model is expected to be lower.
Our work is motivated by Higgs and Abbas (2015) . In their paper, they first segmented the time series data by means of change point detection, then the mean values representing the segmented piece-wise data were clustered using k-means. The noticeable disadvantage of such a data points clustering approach is that it loses sight of dynamic and time information. In this paper, we deploy sequence clustering which essentially clusters similar driving processes shared among multiple complete car-following periods. Another related work is from Verwer et al. (2011) , which recognized truck driving behaviors from labeled sequences. Our work addresses an unsupervised learning task focusing on car-following scenarios containing more complex driving patterns from unlabeled sequences. Instead of learning semi-supervised classifiers from speed and fuel engine sensors, our framework is a unique generative model with distinguishable behaviors in different model regimes.
We discretize the original multivariate time series data from a widely used public dataset into symbolic strings. Symbolic representation significantly reduces the dimensionality of multi-variate time series data and provides a high-level overview of behavioral dynamics. It is sufficient for the modeling of conventional discrete event systems.
However, in many application settings, time information is crucial for behavioral modeling. For example, moderate
However, in many application settings, time information is crucial for behavioral modeling. For example, moderate and harsh deceleration are obviously not the same driving behavior. We therefore compute the time difference between two consecutive distinct events to obtain timed strings. The learning process benefits from such timed sequential data since it helps to explicitly discover the underlying varying-duration behaviors. We then deploy a state-of-the-art machine learning algorithm named RTI+ (stands for real-time identification from positive data) to learn a graphical model that "best" describes the observed data. With the help of this structural model, we extract frequent common state sequences as patterns and cluster them. A complete car-following period is considered to consist of distinguishable temporary behaviors represented by the aforementioned clusters.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• We represent multivariate time series data with symbolic timed strings and learn a highly interpretable model with state-of-the-art automata learning algorithms.
• Properties of temporal processes, i.e., sequential features, are used for clustering the input data. The results show that the fitting accuracy is significantly improved.
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to use state sequence clustering to label different behaviors in an automata model by dividing different model parts.
• The usage of our model is promising. It can easily be used as a classifier for recognizing driving behaviors of surrounding drivers for human or autonomous drivers. In addition, due to its insightful nature, an intelligent car-following controller may also benefit from our model. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the car-following model identification. Section 3 discusses timed automata learning. Section 4 details the state sequence clustering. In Section 5 experiments and a comparison with baselines are conducted. We make concluding remarks in Section 6.
CAR-FOLLOWING MODEL IDENTIFICATION
Traditional car-following model identification, also called model calibration in many papers, is that given an assumed model we trying to identify its parameters. In this paper, we introduce two commonly used models: the IDM and the Helly, which are representations of a non-linear and a linear car-following model, respectively.
The acceleration in the IDM is a continuous function associated with the velocity v, relative distance ∆x, and relative velocity ∆v, which is defined by Treiber et al. (2000) :v
and
where a 0 , b 0 , v 0 , δ, s 0 and T 0 are parameters that need to be calibrated. The exponential constant δ is often set to 4. In Equation (1), the acceleration function is divided into two parts. The first part a 0 · 1 − (v/v 0 ) δ represents an acceleration rate toward a desired speed v 0 , where a 0 denotes the maximum acceleration. The second part −a 0 ·(s * (v, ∆v)/∆x) 2 indicates a braking action according to a current relative distance ∆x and a desired minimum gap s * , which is defined by Equation (2). The parameters b 0 and s 0 are the desired deceleration and the minimum safe distance, respectively, and T 0 is the constant desired safety time gap.
The acceleration in Helly's car-following model is a linear function combining the relative speed and relative distance between the headway and the desired one, which is defined by Helly (1959) :
where C 1 , C 2 , α, β, γ and τ are parameters that need to be calibrated. The desired headway is a function of the velocity and the acceleration of the follower vehicle, where α, β and γ are the corresponding parameters for those variables. Also, τ represents the reaction time delay of the follower vehicle.
STATE MACHINE LEARNING
State machine learning aims at identifying a "correct" grammar for the (unknown) target language, given a finite number of examples of the language Sakakibara (1997) . de La Higuera (2005) points out that the main goal of research in the field of grammatical inference is learning regular grammars or deterministic finite automata (DFA), typically minimum state DFA. The first convincing model for grammatical inference dates back to 1967, see Gold (1967) . It has been proved by Gold (1978) that finding the minimum state DFA from incomplete examples is NPcomplete. Readers are referred to the survey paper of Stevenson and Cordy (2014) for more formal definitions and a history of grammatical inference. Although grammatical inference is hard in theory, new techniques have emerged to make practical problems more tractable such as heuristic-based state merging proposed by de La Higuera (2005) . These algorithms require discrete-event strings as input. In this paper, the original real-valued time series data are abstracted using symbols associated with time information. The resulting timed strings are then fed to a state machine inference algorithm that learns a structural model discovering the underlying behaviors.
PDRTAs
Time constraints in regular automata or Markov models are implicit. A probabilistic deterministic finite automata (PDFA, very similar to a hidden Markov model) is a generic model for such a conventional setting. However, time information is relevant in many real-world applications of discrete event systems (DESs). The actions' timing or lifetime is important for characterizing behaviors. Sharp and slow deceleration actions are conspicuously distinct for instance. An algorithm for efficient learning of timed automata was proposed by Verwer et al. (2006 Verwer et al. ( , 2010 . This algorithm uses an explicit representations of such time constraints. Discrete events are represented by timed strings Proceedings of the 20th IFAC World Congress Toulouse, France, July 9-14, 2017
(a 1 , t 1 )(a 2 , t 2 ) · · · (a n , t n ), where a i is a discrete event occurring with t i time delay since the (i − 1)th event. A probabilistic deterministic real timed automata (PDRTA) model defines a probability distribution over such timed strings, having a Markov property in the distribution over events, and a semi-Markov property in the time guards. PDRTAs are formally defined in Definition 1.
Definition 1. A PDRTA is a 4-tuple A, E, T , H , where
• A = Q, Σ, ∆, q 0 is a 4-tuple defining the machine structure: Q is a finite set of states, Σ is a finite alphabet, ∆ is a finite set of transitions, and q 0 ∈ Q is a start state; • E and T are the event and time probability distributions, respectively. E : (Q, Σ) → [0, 1] returns the probability of generating/observing a given event in a given state. The states in a PDFA and a PDRTA are latent variables that cannot be directly observed in strings, but have to be estimated using a learning method. The state transition in a PDFA is triggered only by an event. However, in a PDRTA, it is triggered when both an event and its timing are validated (inside a time range/guard). Therefore, a PDRTA is essentially a timed variant of a PDFA.
Data Description and Pre-processing
The public dataset on individual vehicle trajectories used in this paper is from NGSIM (2007), a program funded by the U.S. Federal Highway Administration. This trajectory data is so far unique in the history of traffic research and provides a great and valuable basis for validation and calibration of microscopic traffic models. We use the data collected in the I-80 6-lane freeway site which has a total length of 503 meters and has been recorded by seven mounted cameras. Thanks to the efforts by Punzo (2013, 2015) , the trajectory data has been extracted through digital video processing techniques. The original I-80 data is sampled every 0.1 seconds. Following and leading vehicle pairs are extracted for the purpose of carfollowing behavior studying. Table 1 shows a summary of data features used in this paper. Note that vehicle speed, relative distance, and relative speed are model inputs. Longitudinal acceleration is model output and used as a ground truth for testing the model's output. The k-means clustering algorithm is used as a discretization approach to symbolize the car-following data. The elbow finding method proposed by Goutte et al. (1999) is used to determine the number of clusters. The idea is to find the elbow of the within the cluster sum of squares (WSS). In this paper, we choose 10 as a good cluster number and the centroids are listed in Table 2 .
Learning PDRTAs
A state-of-the-art machine learning algorithm named RTI+ proposed by Verwer (2010) is used to learn carfollowing behaviors from unlabeled data. A traditional probabilistic state merging algorithm starts by building a large tree-shaped automata called prefix tree from a sample of input strings. Every state of this tree can be reached by exactly one untimed string and therefore encodes exactly the input sample. The algorithm then greedily merges pairs of states (q, q ) in this tree, forming a smaller and smaller machine that generalizes over samples. When the target machine is deterministic, for every event e ∈ Σ the states that are reached from q and q have to be merged as well (the determinization process).
The algorithm uses a statistical test to decide whether to merge or not. A merge between the state pair q and q is considered good if the future behavior after reaching q is similar to that after reaching q , which can be tested using a likelihood-ratio test proposed by Verwer et al. (2010) . This essentially tests the Markov property, i.e., whether future behavior is independent of being in state q or q . When these futures are significantly different, the merge is considered inconsistent and will not be performed.
In addition to state merges, RTI+ is capable of performing transition splits. In the prefix tree, the temporal guards include all possible time values. A split of a transition δ = q, q , a, [m, m ] at time point t creates two new transitions q, q 1 , a, [m, t] and q, q 2 , a, [t + 1, m ] . The target states q 1 and q 2 are the roots of two new prefix trees that are reconstructed from the input sample. In this way, RTI+ can learn temporal constraints in addition to the machine structure.
STATE SEQUENCE CLUSTERING
We bridge a mapping between the observable variables (time series data/symbolic data) and the latent variables (state sequences). First, subsequence of each state sequence is clustered and the cluster ID is used to look up the associated symbolic transition. Then the origin domain corresponding to the symbol is identified and the associated raw values is obtained. Because we only need to follow the mappings backwards, we call this a (reverse) indices mapping. The parameters in piece-wise fitting model are obtained in each individual cluster of time series data. We compare it with another approach that clusters the symbolic data directly. The advantages of the state sequence clustering over direct symbolic clustering are as follows:
• States are latent variables determining the distribution of symbols. However, the mapping from symbols to states is not unique. As a result, behaviors are more identifiable with a state sequence.
• On one hand, Symbolic clustering without time information is not able to distinguish behaviors with short
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We compare the final fitting error of the car-following models (one for every cluster) for a direct symbolic clustering with the proposed state clustering in experiments.
Common Strings
The state frames dataset DS contains N state sequences, i.e.,
is a single sequence of length l i containing states from Q. A substring, also called a factor of a string S i , is a strinĝ
Given a DS, a frequent common substring problem is to find strings that occur as substrings of at least state sequences, where 2 ≤ ≤ N is a user-defined threshold. Intuitively, we aim at finding patterns that are shared among drivers as common frequent behaviors, which potentially characterize car-following behaviors.
Hierarchical Strings Clustering
In this paper, the Jaro-score is used to measure the similarity between two strings which is defined as:
where L i and L j are the respective lengths of these two strings. N match is the number of matching characters that are not farther than a window length max(Li,Lj ) 2 − 1. N T is half of the transpositions number. The higher the Jaro score is, i.e., the closer to 1, the more similar two strings are. We use d = 1 − JS as the metric measuring string distance. For the two state sequences 1,6,2 and 1,6,2,1 for instance, d = 1 − . The 4th symbol "1" in the latter sequence does not match the 1st symbol "1" in the former sequence, since its index distance is larger than one, which is the length of the matching window.
We deploy a hierarchical clustering for frequent common strings. At the beginning, every string represents a unique cluster, then a hierarchical clustering essentially conducts pairwise distance computation between two clusters. For clusters containing multiple strings, we compute the average distance. In each iteration, only one pair of clusters is merged. The iteration stops at the cut-off threshold that is a user-defined parameter for determining the number of clusters.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this paper, the differential evolution algorithm (DEA) proposed by Storn and Price (1997) is applied to identify the parameters of the IDM and the Helly car-following models. The population scale is set to be 15, differential weight and crossover probability are 0.5 and 0.9. The maximum generations are 500. We choose the first 80% proportion of the dataset for training and the remaining 20% for testing. In the following experiments, the k-means discretization and the state sequence clustering are both deployed only in the training data. To avoid over-fitting and obtain a less biased evaluation, the testing data are not included during clustering. Their symbolic and sequential labels are assigned by computing the closest distance to the clusters obtained from the training data. To make a more complete overview of driving behaviors, we use the whole dataset for model interpretation and the examples of techniques implementation.
Model Interpretation
The learned model from the whole dataset is illustrated in Figure 1 . All clusters are distinguished with different colors. Note that the original solution we got from RTI+ has 34 states in total. We remove states with very low frequencies to simplify our model interpretation. The arcs represent transitions between states. The information of timed guards, events, and number of occurrences is also printed next to the arcs.
There are loops with significantly large occurrences in Cluster 6, e.g., state sequence: 1 − 6 − 11 − 16 − 1 with a symbolic transitions loop: d-j-c-j, see Table 3 . The relative distances of "c" and "d" are very close, see the code book in Table 2 , but negative and positive respectively. They are associated with "j", which has a very small speed difference. This sequence can be interpreted as the steady car-following behavior at short distances, i.e., adapting the speed difference with the leading vehicle around 0. Similarly interesting and significant loops can also be seen in Cluster 2 and Cluster 4, which are steady long distance and steady medium distance carfollowing behaviors respectively. An intermediate state S15 in Cluster 5 has many incoming transitions, which explains how to transfer between clusters. For the example S6 − S15 − S4 with transitions "h, i", i.e., slowing down and speeding up to catch up, from the short distance following in Cluster 6 to the medium distance following in Cluster 4. The time split can also be seen in two branches of [0, 37], i and [38, 542] , i from S15. They share the same symbolic transition condition but have distinct time guards. It means the "i" speed up action followed by short or long duration of "h", i.e., after how much time the subject vehicle driver notices that their relative distance has been expanded by the leading vehicle and begins to catch up. Note that some states, such as S12 and S13, are intermediate processes and do not exist only in a unique cluster (cf. A complete car-following example in our dataset is illustrated in Figure 2 . It starts from the bottom (in orange), passes through Clusters 6, 5, and 3, then finishes in Cluster 4. At the beginning, the subject vehicle follows the leading vehicle at short distances. Then the leading vehicle speeds up, see the positive relative speed and the increasing relative distance in Cluster 5. The subject vehicle then also speeds up to approach the leading vehicle, see the negative relative speed and the decreasing relative distance in Cluster 3. Finally, it follows the leading vehicle at medium distances in Cluster 4 1 . We can see that in Cluster 6 and 4, the subject car enters an unconscious reaction region, also called a steady car-following episode, i.e., the relative distance and the relative speed are both bounded in a small region. Cluster 3 and 5 can be both treated as intermediate transition processes.
1 An animated video can be found in our code repository: https://bitbucket.org/anjutalq/carfollowingrti/src 
Fitting Error Test
Some baselines are implemented for a comparison with the proposed model. The first one is gross fitting that uses Proceedings of the 20th IFAC World Congress Toulouse, France, July 9-14, 2017 a single car-following model. Also, a symbolic clustering method is implemented. The main idea is that we deploy the clustering with the same setting as our state sequence clustering, directly on the symbolic data without the timed information. Note that the symbolic strings are essentially timed strings without the time information. This approach is a fair comparison because the original symbolic data sampled every 0.1s has too much redundancy leading to large errors. Tables 4 shows the fitting error performance in the Helly and the IDM models. Generally, the Helly model achieves higher accuracy than the IDM for our dataset. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a timed automata model is learned from multivariate time series car-following data with a timed strings representation. The model is easily visualizable and interpretable for the study of car-following behaviors. Sequential feature-based clustering of state sequences is used for partitioning the model to represent distinguishable behaviors. The original time series data are also clustered correspondingly. We train different models from individual clustered data to obtain a piece-wise fitting result and experiments demonstrate that the proposed method achieves high model fitting accuracy.
In the near future, we will implement the segmentation and clustering approach of Higgs and Abbas (2015) and make a comparison with ours. Our model can be used for subject drivers' decision making by recognizing or predicting surrounding vehicles' car-following states. It can also provide insights for the designing of a car-following controller.
